**XENON 24**

**DOUBLE-BUTTED ALUMINUM FRAME**
Ensures optimal power transfer

**STI LEVERS**
Allow the rider to brake and shift gears and brake all in the same spot

**CARBON FORK**
Makes for a lighter bike

**GEOMETRY**

| A (cm) | 37 |
| B (deg) | 75 |
| D (cm) | 45 |
| I (cm) | 61 |

**THE BIKE OF FUTURE CHAMPIONS**
Built for young athletes entering the world of racing

**ERGONOMIC ACCESSORIES**
All components are well-adapted to the needs of young riders

**SIZE-SPECIFIC GEOMETRY**
Well balanced ergonomic fit for every frame in every size

**OPTIMAL BALANCE**
Synergy between light weight, comfort and rigidity

For further information on the Xenon 24, visit our website at argon18bike.com.